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Talia Barca needs a date. Badly. She uses the services of the Paranormal Dating Agency hoping for a decent
guy to take to a family wedding. A wedding her ex-husband has wormed his way into as a guest.
Connor and Theron want Tally to complete their Alpha triad. She's sexy, curvy and funny. But she's human.
And they're not sure she'll go for a relationship with two men at the same time.

Nita Islas wants to find love. She’s tired of the superficial relationships and is ready to give true romance a
try. She uses the Paranormal Dating Agency and hopes they can help her where all others have failed. What
she didn’t expect was to find her date flat on his back in nothing more than a towel.

Alyssa Moran is tired of being the old cat lady with no man. She has very specific needs and goes to visit
Mrs. Wilder at the Paranormal Dating Agency. Shockingly enough, she is promised a man who likes cats,
wants kids, likes curves and will be wild in bed. Grayson Green needs a mate. Fast. But he refuses to be
pushed into anything. That is, until a curvy funny woman shows up in his territory saying she’s there for
him. Who is he to argue when someone as delectable as Alyssa decides she wants to give herself to him?

Daniella Flores is looking for a good man. A man who will accept her as she is and go crazy for her curves.
So far she’s had no luck in the romance department and is worried she might never find the right one. When
Mrs. Wilder of the PDA offers to help, Dani is all for trying anything. Mrs. Wilder promises to find her love,
romance and hot sex. What woman in her right mind would say no to that?

Reader Note: These books contains wild and growly sex (the hot and sweaty kind), adult language (dirty talk
is our middle name), and violence. If this is not the kind of stuff you like to read, don't get this. However, if
you like domineering Alpha males on mouthy curvy girls, then this is right up your alley. Enjoy!
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From Reader Review Paranormal Dating Agency Volume 1 for
online ebook

Claire says

oh I loved these books!!!!

Such light hearted, fun, sexy and steamy reads with HEA and no cliff hangers for each book.

I needed something light, with a feel good factor and still in the pnr realm.

This was perfect. So perfect I've picked up volume 2 and already half way thru it and searching for more!!!

love them.

The only downside? It kinda ruins us!!! We read these and our wants and expectations increase - there's so
chance of finding a man on this world that can match one of our book boyfriends.....well there ARE but those
are taken quickly and probably in Hollywood!!!
For the rest of us? We keep dreaming!!!!

Bambi Fogleman says

This is the most amazing series you don't want to miss and to have it bundled makes it all the better Milly
Taiden won Best seller on U.S.A Today and N.Y. Times from the awesome work she has done in these
books!

Twice the Growl
Milly Taiden
Paranormal dating Agency

if one guy isn't right try TWO

Talia Barca (tally) has a wonderful shifter neighbor named Gerri that runs the paranormal Dating Agency
from the apartment across the hall.
Her best friend talks her into asking for help when she needs a date to a family wedding coming up where
her Ex-husband Paul will attend. With him being there and her have leaving him makes her the out cast. How
could she have left Gods gift (his opinion). The little dick is what she knew.

Once she decides to ask for help she meets not one but two sxey as hell men!

Theron the Sinfully sexy as hell tattooed biker. (the bad boy)

Connor dressed in a business suit and every girls wet dream looking at him.

Theron and Connor the Alpha and Omega for the Wildwoods pack, born knowing the would be part of a
Alpha triad. They give up trying to find their third to complete them and ask Aunt Gerri for help.



Can Tally get past her history of losers and dead beat men and give not one man but two a chance to show
her what they can be together?

Theron and Connor know she is just what they need but can the convince her to give them a shot?

What will happen when they take her to meet the pack? A human some one to stand in the way of what all
shifter women want to be Alpha female of the pack!

This is yet again another well told awesome story By Milly Taiden the amazing Smut Queen. Her books are
a fast pace no hold bar in to what we all want big bad Alpha men that love curvy women and know how to
show them what it is like to be treasured and adored.

i can't wait for the next in this wonderful story line that has so many possibility's in the paranormal world....

Geek Bearing Gifts

Nita Islas a super curvy women with a problem men. As a young girl full of self-doubt, and major
insecurities she had one male friend. After theory, a new wardrobe and a new outlook on herself to
appreciate what she has and is she still has men problems. She never relaxes enough to let her true self out
and play. She wants a man that cares about more than sex; he needs to care about her. She had the perfect
friend but never took it beyond that he made her feel special and wanted up until she moved back to the city
and left him there.

Ms. Wilder head of the Paranormal Dating Agency who just finished setting up her cousin with not one but
two hot sexy alpha men, Tally keeps telling her to give this a try. Nita finally gives in and gives Ms. Wilder
she can’t put up with being lied to…. Ms. Wilder was contacted by a client and thinks she has the perfect
person for Nita if she will just give it a chance they plan a series of weekend dates.

Kyer Ash Chief of the Stone Bear Clan he had known all his life there was only one woman for him and his
bear and he had lost her. His high school friend he had loved her and never told her. He was a shy, skinny,
braces, and a shifter that needed glasses when last they meet. He was the school genius and was her tutor; he
had jumped at the chance to be near her. He had searched every here to find his mate and couldn’t.
Leave it to one sneaky little sister to play match maker….

Imagine waking up to your bear roaring and the most perfect person and a scent driving him wild…

“Did you know…” He whispered, his head lowering with every breath she took. “That your eyes are the
color of smooth milk chocolate and as bright as a thousand stars?”

Find out if these two can work things out with all the years that separate them? Or will a lie by omission
destroy it all!

Her Purrfect Match

Milly Taiden has yet again out done herself this series has taken this series has taken her to the next level of
hot, sexy, and curvy reads. She makes alpha series a top I want on every woman's fantasy a man list! Book 3
in no exception. Milly Taiden needs to be a must read or want to read and even to preordered book!

"I know you said you wanted a man that likes cats."



"A man who likes pussy." Gerri said as she wrote "Got it"

Alyssa Moran- goes to Mrs. Wilder after Tally keeps insisting she try a shifter and the PDA (paranormal
Dating Agency). With a not so encouraging mother that does nothing to help her confidence and after all the
jerks and bums she has dated. She wants a man that will tell her she is beautiful and loved. Really wanting
children because that clock is clicking loudly in her head can that alpha shifter be found to give her what she
wants most....Love.

"Great so you're okay with growls hisses and roars during sex.

Grayson Green- Leader of the Green Edge pride and a loner since his younger brother's death that caused
him to slide into a recluse living. The one thing he needs is a mate and cubs. With the pride split and half out
to take over his only choice is to fight. That is until Alyssa shows up.

She wants love, family, and marriage can a man who doesn't believe in love find it for her?

He is more than ready to fight to keep his pride, but now he must also protect the person his tiger has claimed
as His mate. Can this loner keep the her safe and show her she is beautiful and wanted?

Can he prove he is Her Purrfect Match?

Curves'em Right

Paranormal dating agency book 4
Yet again Milly Taiden has out done herself with this steamy, hot, alpha and omega shifter ménage. I love
the sassy, curvy, take no mess woman she brings her brings to life in her tales.
This fast pace romance leaves a girl panting and in need of a lot more than a cold shower. When it comes to
sexy alpha men, curvy women, and a passion that belongs long into the night Milly will leave you not
wanting it …..
“My clients are not that kind, they’re aggressive, possessive, and jealous.”

Daniella Flores a librarian with a wild side that she tries to keep toned down. When her over protective
brother leaves for a few weeks to watch his dogs and Kane and Blake down the street (shifter alpha and
omega and way out of her league or so she thinks) . Until she meets the match making girl Mrs. Gerri
Wilder. Who sets her up on a blind date at her annual masquerade party let the Greek goddess hold court….

Kane the alpha and Blake his omega are looking to complete their triad for the Red Valley pack. When
Kane’s mom shows up with an idea for paranormal dating agency. Maybe Mrs. Wilder can have better luck
with these two pigheaded wolves.

When little Red riding hood meets her two big bad wolves the chemistry is instant. But when the truth of
who little red riding hood really is comes out how will Kane and Blake react?

How can Kane and Blake deal with the one woman that needs to be the one they promised to be with?
Can they find a way or will friendship cost them there.
“Happily menage ever after?”



Melanie Hawkins says

Loved it

I finally decided that maybe I should read this series from the beginning to see how it all got started and I
must admit it that I love them all. Each one of the stories was unique in its own way, but love the dominance
of each and every male. Love the curves too because I myself am a curving woman and we all want to have a
man drooling over us.

These books made me laugh and cry and that is what I call perfection.

Until Next Time... Tabi

Rhonda says

Entertaining

Milly combines all the typical elements of a story and makes it unique with humor added in. Take a willy
matchmaker that works at getting shifters and their love of curvy BABE connected and your have matches
that can only have HEA. Great easy reads. I'm rereading this series!!

Theresa says

Not your standard dating service...

Twice the Growl (Paranormal Dating Agency #1)

A great place to find your perfect match!

Now I have been reading Milly books for quite a while and I know most published under Milly are
paranormal, but this one had me fooled for just a bit... It starts off as a contemporary romance, but soon heats
up into the expected hot paranormal story. There is comedy, idiotic ex's, hot new lovers, and an elderly
matchmaker. It was great and I enjoyed it and am even looking forward to the next one! And now a bit about
the story...

Talia had finally seen her husbands true colors and filed for divorce. Only problem is he was wormed his
way into her family. He still gets invited to events and now she has to face him at her cousin's wedding. She
has dated some real losers in the past and really doesn't want to show up with another one... what is she to
do? She knows her elderly neighbor runs a matchmaking agency and she has give Tally her card many times.
She finally jumps in with both feet and asks for help. Except she isn't sure she can handle all the help she is
getting. Will she let herself enjoy her dates? Or will she let her prude of an ex-husband wreak havoc on her
good time?

Favorite passages:
- “I’m too old for dating. I’m about to get my cat lady starter kit any day now.”



- She’d spent years ignoring her own sex appeal and hiding her curves because she was, according to her
family, fat. She wouldn’t do that anymore. Her body was hers and if she wanted to strip to nothing and
wiggle her ass for her new date, then she’d do exactly that.

~*~*~*~*~*~*~

Geek Bearing Gifts (Paranormal Dating Agency #2)

Still looking for a date? Mrs. Wilder at PDA can help!

Wow! it is okay getting hotter, sexier, and more intriguing! The second book in the PDA series is even better
than the first! Milly has done it again. You will laugh, get irritated, aggravated, and excited! And now a bit
about the story...

Now that Tally has found her perfect matches, Nita has decided to take the plunge and follow in her cousins
footsteps. She has never found a man she trusts or that would accept her curvy body. Now that she is at peace
in her skin she is trying again, if only she can find a truthful man that will love her for her. When she comes
face to face with her high school crush and doesn't recognize him, will she forgive him when he doesn't let
on to his identity?

Favorite passages:
- “What are you looking for? A hookup? Two men? Marriage, babies and picket fence?”
- If she got any more turned on by thinking of Ky, she’d end up ravishing him in the woods.
- She shouldn’t be throwing herself at him like he was the last chicken wing and she hadn’t had dinner.
- “We both know where this is going. The question is, your bed or mine?”
- “Your body is an addiction I never want to give up.”
- “I think,” she panted. “The better words are...you’re goddamned huge!”
- “Someone who wants to genuinely be with me. No drama. No bullshit.”
- “I kinda ran out of clean clothes.” “Clothes are overrated.”
- “We’ll figure it out. If you need me to go up there and castrate him, say the word.”
- They were wet, muddy and covered in leaves. If that wasn’t wild sex she had no idea what was.
- “A bear is only as smart as the woman who puts up with his growling.”

~*~*~*~*~*~*~

Her Purrfect Match (Paranormal Dating Agency #3)

OMG, PDA just keeps getting hotter and hotter!

This is the purrfect continuation of the Paranormal Dating Agency. Mrs. Wilder sure can read them like no
other. The story is funny, with passion - lots and lots of passion, and has the woman as the hero! My favorite
type, good thing she has her skills and was able to outsmart the less than intelligent males, they never should
have underestimated her! A note on the passion: It is hotter than the first two and had me hoping no one else
on the corporate jet was reading over my shoulder ;) Don't get me wrong though, I loved it!!! And now for a
bit about the story...

Alyssa has horrible luck with men. She seems to pick the losers and then had to deal with her mom harassing
her about not keeping a man when she kicks them to the curb like the useless, cheating, beggars they are. She
is curvy, intelligent, and funny and not afraid to be herself, though she doesn't do war paint and has unruly



curls. She finally has given up on finding a good man the traditional route, after all her clock is ticking. So
off to Mrs. Wilder she goes! And does she ever find her PURRFECT match! He is strong, silent, and wild!
I'm sure you will love this one as much as I did!

Favorite Passages:
- “I know you said you wanted a man that likes cats.” ... “A man who likes pussy,” Gerri said as she wrote.
“Got it.”
- Shifters were hot. Like nuclear-bomb-explosion-in-her-panties kind of hot.
- “‘Have my cubs’ is not the first thing a woman wants to hear.”
- What did one say to a woman other than ‘take your clothes off’?
- And just like her cats at home, this one didn’t like being compared to a puppy.
- Great. The morning after talk and it wasn’t even the morning after.

~*~*~*~*~*~*~

Curves 'em Right (Paranormal Dating Agency #4)

Another PDA hit! Gerri is excellent at knowing how to get her clients exactly what they want even if they
are fighting it and have been fighting it for years. There is passion, the creepy dude, the catty women, and
two hot shifters for our heroine to fall for... and now a bit about the story...

Dani is curvy and happy about it. Diet's haven't worked for her and she is happy with her shape with curves
in all the right places. Kane's mother has been trying to get him (as Alpha) and Blake (his Omega) to find
their third so they can lead the pack together, but they just can find the right woman to complete their triad.
Cue Mrs. Gerri Wilder and the Paranormal Dating Agency. She knows what is best for all three, but Dani's
brother Marcos gave the pair a warning long ago - keep your paws off my sister. How will she work her
magic on this one?

Favorite passages:
- An avid reader, she tended to get lost in the love between the pages of a good book.
- “Let me start off by saying that whatever you’ve heard is probably true but was either done under the
influence of too much or not enough liquor.”
- “Count me in. I don’t care if you can get me one, two, or a whole pack of men who want me.”
- “You'll learn soon that you are not just some woman, you are more. You are special and we want to cherish
you. Let us.”
- “I’m Alpha. I can do anything.”
- “Always for you. And only you.”

Heather andrews says

TWICE THE GROWL:
Generally I don't read menage books but two things made me realize this one, one Milly wrote the damn
thing, and two werewolves DUH! Okay on to the hotties of the story those boys sure don't mind showing
Tally what she does to them, "she inhaled sharply. Her ragged breaths and almost inaudible moan made his
c*** jerk. He slid a hand down her back to the curve of her and pressed her into him. He wanted her body
cradling his c***." Theron and Connor are naughty boys that like to make sure their woman knows they
want her, "baby, I more than like what I see. You've got me so hard." He gripped his shaft in his hand and



stroked up and down in a bold move. "I can't wait to eff you." The way these boys explain things to Tally are
just sexy and it's like talk to me like that, "our mating process isn't over until we've both had you. Every way
possible." Theron licked his lips. "Once we have, then you can have all the warm baths you want. Until
then..." He pulled her head toward his and kissed her. "We eff." This will be another series that Milly
exceeds in.

GEEK BEARING GIFTS:
Oh I love Milly's men and I really loved Ky, "I did." He scrubbed a hand over the back of his neck. "Your
stomach is trying to tell me what a horrible host I am." He's one of those men who hates being interrupted,
especially if it happens more than once, "effing hell!" He huffed. "Yes, we're fine. We'll be there in a sec."
He glances into Nita's smiling eyes." He's also one for making sexy warnings, "sweetheart, you need to let
me in you or I will embarrass myself if you keep sliding yourself on my d***." This is another series Milly is
going to exceed all expectations in.

HER PURRFECT MATCH:
Gray that boy is something serious about Alyssa right off the bat, "a loud rumble sounded in the back of
Gray's throat. His tiger didn't like the idea of waiting to mate Alyssa, but he'd do things the right way." His
intentions are pretty naughty when it comes to his girl, "there's true, but I like her. I like her a lot." A he
really wanted her naked. As soon as possible." He's the type of man whose a take control type of guy, "you'll
live with me obviously." He continued talking and texting and then glanced up at her. "My bed is large."
Alyssa when she's with Gray she lets her guard down and can really be herself, "well, you have a massive
tiger inside you. I don't." She slapped his a** and giggled when he stared at her over his shoulder. "Sorry. It
was calling my name." As usual I loved the book and I'm so excited to see whose coming up next in this
series.

CURVES 'EM RIGHT:
Blake I loved him, "she can be shy if that's her, but we'd like someone who is willing to try things. She's
going to have two men for Christ's sake. That means she should at least be open-minded." Kane he's just hot,
"you're no mistake. I can tell. Even though I can't catch your scent, my animal is pushing me to take you."
Blake he's, I think the naughty one out of him and Kane, "baby, someone's coming. You need to go back to
your desk." He held her steady, giving her legs a chance to work while he fixed both their clothing." It was
no surprise that I loved it I always love what Milly writes and I read.

L M says

One of my favourite book series out there, have read them so often, they are great to read in bed and relax,
you will not be disappointed.
Even though I have all these books individually I love having them in a box set for easy rereading.
A lot of fun crazy characters that are bought together by Gerri, a very good matchmaker.
Reviews have been posted individually as well.
1 - TWICE THE GROWL
A new series and fun read once again from this author.
Talia is a divorced human woman with bad dating luck. She needs a date for a family wedding and to stop
her ex-husband’s gloating.
She is going to ask Gerri her neighbour for help when she meets two really hot shifters getting into her
apartment lift.
Gerri is a matchmaker, she is also Tally’s neighbour and also the Aunt to one of the hot shifters from the lift.



Theron and Connor had come to visit Gerri to ask for help finding a mate for their alpha triad. Gerri sets
these three up together by having Theron and Connor be Tally’s escorts for the wedding.
Theron and Connor show Tally that she is special to them and that they want Tally to be the third in their
Alpha triad.
When tally accepts and mates them she gets introduced to the pack but has to deal with a jealous pack
female.
I love Milly's books, always humorous and quirky. This is a new series with promise, looking forward to the
next one. This story felt a bit squashed and I would have liked a bit more background on the three main
characters, but as it is only just over 100 pages and at such a great price, that is to be expected.
2 - GEEK BEARING GIFTS
An enjoyable read and I was looking forward to Nita's story but it is just too short.
Nita is a cousin of Talia in book 1. She also asks Gerri for help with Gerri’s dating agency.
Whilst I enjoyed it very much I would have liked a bit more background on Ky's clan and his role as chief.
Nita only meets three people, Ky’s sister Jess who contacted Gerri, Liam his second and David. There was
no information on how the clan worked or if Nita would be accepted. As Ky's mate I thought Nita would
have to interact with the clan.
Ky is silly and makes a mistake by not admitting straight away that he and Nita were friend’s years before
and that he had feelings for her, (different surname from childhood)
When Nita finds out Ky is really her childhood friend she is understandably angered but in going to have it
out with Ky gets caught up in a feud with another bear clan. I loved that Nita was brave enough to look after
herself against a bear.
3 - HER PURRFECT MATCH
4.5 stars. Gerri helps another couple to mated bliss with a few bumps along the way.
Alyssa is fed up with being used because she is too nice and does not want to be a lonely cat lady so she asks
Gerri for help in finding someone who wants love, commitment and that wants children. She is sent to meet
Gray but unfortunately, Gray was not the one who contacted Gerri for a mate.
Gray and his tiger know Alyssa is theirs the moment they smell her. Except Gray does not do love.
I enjoyed this read but I was a bit put off by the having sex within hours of meeting, animal lust maybe but
Alyssa was supposed to be after more than just being used again.
Did enjoy the fact Alyssa was able to get herself and Gray out of a very sticky situation. Do love clever, able
women.
These books just seem so short as I cannot put them down till I have finished them.
4 - CURVES EM RIGHT
Another triad mating for Gerri to deal with but this Alpha and Omega have not realised their mate has been
right under their noses for years and they have been ignoring her due to keeping an old promise to a friend.
Kane and Blake need help finding a mate as they have not been able to agree on any woman. Kane's mum is
a friend of Gerri's and asks her to help them as she knows their mate has been under their nose the whole
time and they are oblivious.
Daniella has had a crush on Kane and Blake for years but they have always ignored her, not nastily but kept
her at a distance.
When Gerri sets her up on a masquerade blind date, using scent blocker, with Kane and Blake she loves it.
Things get hot and heavy but once her mask comes off it all goes wrong, until the two decide Daniella is
theirs and her brother will have to deal.
I loved the fact they had known each other for years but the boys were keeping a promise to stay away from
their friend’s sister. Men! Wasted years because of a stupid promise. Marcos was not even too upset about it.



Seona says

Hot, smexy and fun!

It was great to read about the non-technical feminine heroine with the big smexy guys and I loved it! I'm
more of a romance reader and less of the erotica but I really enjoyed their engagements and Gerri was a riot!

Cindy Caron says

Twice the Growl
What a wonderful way to start a new series. I absolutely love menage, so this one certainly has gotten my
attention in a hurry. Tally is in a squeeze, finding herself without male companionship and expected to attend
her cousin's wedding. Only one problem...her ex-husband will be there. He has managed to weasel his way
into her family, making her out to be the "bad guy" responsible for their marriage breakdown. If only she
could find herself a hottie to show up with. Maybe that would put him in his place. Theron and Connor need
their third to complete their triad. They've looked everywhere and have come up empty handed. They've
decided it's time to take it up a notch and enlist the help of Theron's aunt Gerri, the matchmaker for the
paranormal. But while on their way up to her apartment, they find themselves the most delectable human
female, and imagine that, she just so happens to be Aunt Gerri's neighbor. Gerri knows just the person for
this duo. Oh yes she does! So when Tally shows up for cake and asks for help, oh boy, does she have the
answer for her. The only question is...will she give it a chance?
Awesome short read that will have you drooling in no time. Looking forward to the next book in this series.

Geek Bearing Gifts
Oh my! What a "roaring success" this tale is. The second episode of this series will have you wanting your
very own bear to cuddle up to, as Nita finally breaks down and follows her cousins' advice and seeks out the
help of Mrs. Wilder, matchmaker extraordinaire, catering to the curvy woman and shifters galore. She aches
to find a man that can handle all of her, curves and attitude, and a heart that beats to find love. Ky has always
known who his mate was, since he first met her in school, over seventeen years ago. But when she upped and
moved without telling him, her best friend, while they were still in school, he hasn't been able to find her.
When his sister sets him up with the dating agency, he's pissed. Until he wakes up to Nita hovering over him.
Was he dreaming? Had his dreams finally broken through his reality? Has he finally lost his mind? Because
this sure felt real, and he's prepared to do whatever it takes to keep his mate with him this time.
Loved it...can't wait for the next story.

Her Purrfect Match
Ahhh! Yet another great match made by the wonderful Gerry Wilder. Alyssa is sick and tired of smoochie
leeches that she seems only able to find. Down and out, and having been more than a year since her last
relationship, she's feeling more lonely than ever. Her internal clock is ticking and she can't wait any longer to
find love and start making babies. When co-worker and one of her few friends, Tally, introduces her to Mrs.
Wilder, she decides to give it a go and hope for the best. At this point in time, what does she have to loose.
When the human female shows up in his territory looking for a "Mr. Green", Gray's not quite sure what to
think, especially when she claims it's for a date. When his guard comes clean and tells him that he signed up
for the paranormal dating site on Gray's behalf, he's not sure what to think. What he does know though, is
that his tiger recognizes her as his mate. Now, all he has to do is figure out a way to get what he wants while
giving her something of what she is looking for.



I absolutely love this author. This series is quirky and uplifting with a bit of pizzazz and lots of hot and
steamy sex. If you haven't already started reading it, what are you waiting for...get to it!

Curves 'em Right
Ahhh! Love me some menage action, especially when it involves not one, but two hunky wolves wanting
nothing more than to not only find, but please their curvy mate. Dani has been in lust with the two wolves
forever, and as she recently has discovered, thanks to her meddling brother and his "stay away from my little
sister" antics, she has done so from afar. But it's time for the duo to finally complete their triad, and they
need their mate now more than ever. Even though Kane and his wolf have known since first meeting Dani
that she was their "one", his best friend Marcos has made it clear that she's off limits. But as alpha, and with
his omega, Blake, they need her in order to keep the balance within the pack. With the help from the wild
and funky Gerry Wilder, and Kane's meddling mom, they must might get a chance of their lifetime to have
everything they desire, and more. Will it all go according to plan? Or will tempers rise and blow it all?
Throw in a wrench by the name of Tom, and we've got a tale to tell.
Another great tale in the saga of the Paranormal Dating Agency. What will number five bring us? Can't wait
for more of these quirky characters and the woman behind the scenes.

Bronwyn says

Overall rating 3.5 Stars
Book 1- Twice the Growl - 3 Stars
The 3 stars are for the first 3/4 of the book, dropped a couple stars for the last bit as it left me with a "what
did I just read feeling!!!"
Connor and Theron are swoon worthy individually, then when you put them together with Talia and you
have some smokin' hot scenes!! This author knows how to turn up the heat, ménage isn't my usual go-to
genre but Milly Taiden writes it sooo well, no awkwardness or competition!!!
Not a bad plot and what pulled me in is the shifter dating agency, I can tell Gerri is going to be hilarious in
future books.
The last chapter in the book where Talia meets the pack were a little OTT and I felt didn't fit in with the rest
of the book really but still overall I enjoyed the book and look forward to the next one.

Book 2 - Geek Bearing Gifts - 3 Stars
Second book in the series was enjoyable but still with a couple of minor issues that stopped me from rating
higher.
My biggest thing is when a "mate" is known to the shifter but nothing is done about it for years and years, I
mean he was supposed to be a super geek so finding the h really shouldn't have been that much of an
obstacle.
The h seemed a little clueless, not putting it together that he was her childhood friend/crush, that happens I
guess. Love that this author's h's own their curves and make no apologies for them! Really wished there was
a little bit more world building we only got a few snippets of what its like in the bear clan, nothing really in
depth.
Overall a quick easy read with some steamy scenes. Onto the next.

Book 3 - Her Purrfect Match - 4 Stars
I really enjoyed the 3rd instalment of this series, I felt we got a little more development in this one.
Gray was totally swoon worthy , in all his tiger glory!!! Alyssa was the perfect cat lady for him lol.
A little bit of danger and lots of smokin' hot scene's, which maybe happen a tad fast but still didn't bother me



as it usually would.
Overall a quick easy read.

Book 4 - Curves 'em Right - 3.5 stars.
Fourth book in and it kinda felt a little like the first, at least this time I knew what to expect and wasn't left
scratching my head with the ending.
Felt like Dani started out strong and confident with her curves but towards the end it felt more like she was
trying to convince herself that she was happy with her body.
Kane and Blake were swoon worthy and the intimate scenes were again smkin' hot.
Overall a quick easy read.

Laura Hayes says

I love me some big girl lovin!

I thought this was a great series (always better to wait for the whole set and read it at once -- waaay easier on
the frustration of wanting to see what happens next) for lots of reasons. Heroines who aren't 5" 1' and 90 lbs
in a size 2 are always good for me as I am a SWOUS (sexy woman of unusual size) and hearing the male
lead(s) say that curves are sexy is amazing. Hunky men with paranormal details a huge plus. I liked that the
matchmaker in this was an older woman who still enjoyed sex.
The language was a little rougher than most of my reads, although not hearing "female core" and all the other
euphemism was a nice change. So was the polyandry (2/3 male in the menage.

Mariah says

Short, passionate and steamy goodness. Each story just became better and better as I read them. Each story
better than the next. Gerri has a gift for matchmaking and each match is red hot and bordering out of control
wildfire. Sometimes they ended rather quickly but the steam and alphaness we'll make up for it.

Lisa Romero says

Shifting madness

The only thing I would change about this book is the length, I didn’t want it to end! Loved all of the
characters and their storylines. Fantastically written with the right amount of spice! Would definitely
recommend this to anyone wanting a spicy good read with romance and a happy ending!

Stephanie Pittman says

All this yummiest wrapped up so pretty!!



This bookset was to die for. Being a PNR lover I had to read this set and I have to tell you I fell helplessly
and hopelessly in love with every couple in this set.

Rosemarie Grainer says

Hot and fun shifter romances

If you don't like your romance really steamy, then these stories are not for you. These are the first 4
Paranormal Dating Agency stories in one volume. Each one has a problem for the shifters to solve, but they
aren't as nail-biting as some series I have read. Mostly they deal with character development and a bit of
action. The characters are great. The shifters are definitely Alphas. The mates are all curvy, some of them
include a triad, and there are some other things that are different. If you are debating about these, read the
descriptions carefully and then decide. If you are interested, then give them a try.


